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1. Welcome to the Huntik
Trading Card Game!
Prepare yourself, apprentice Seeker, to embark
on an exciting adventure of strategy and
discovery! In the Huntik Trading Card Game
(TCG), you and your opponent will each lead a
team of your favorite Seekers and Titans from
the Huntik television show. You can team up
with the Huntik Foundation and the Casterwills, or join the evil Organization instead as
you race against the timer to complete your
Mission. You’ll sneak past your enemies, guard
ancient temple doors, pick up magic rings, and
charge into battle deep behind enemy lines.
And that’s just the beginning!
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What’s in the Starter Box?
• 2 Huntik TCG decks, 1 Good and 1 Evil. Each deck has 30 cards.
• 2 Exclusive Huntik TCG cards with Super Rare foil technology!
• 1 Mission Pack with 7 Missions and their feature cards. The Pack includes
4 Training Missions, 1 Expert Mission, 1 Mutual Mission, and 1 Solo Mission.
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• 1 Huntik TCG Seeker Training Guide (play using this before reading the
Huntik TCG Comprehensive Rules)

19. Glossary..................................................38

• 1 Huntik TCG game mat
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2. Setup

How to Win

Each game, one player, the lead player, will randomly choose one of their Missions
to send their team on. The other player, the defending player, will try to stop the
lead player from completing the goals spelled out on that Mission card. If the lead player
completes these goals, they win. But the clock is ticking! The lead player must complete
the Mission in 7 rounds, or else the defending player wins the game.

What’s a Trading Card Game?

Trading card games (TCGs) are different from other games in a couple of ways. First,
cards in a TCG can change the game’s basic rules. The card is always right.
That means you should always do what the card says—even if the rules say
something different.
Second, you get to choose the cards you play in your deck and the Missions your team
will try to complete. With lots of Missions to choose from, the goals of the game are
constantly changing, so construct your team with care. Will you build your deck around
subtlety and speed, cunning combinations, or brute force? Which Missions you decide
to run will often change what is the best deck strategy, especially once you graduate to
the Expert Missions. The freedom to choose both the cards you put in your deck and the
goals of the game through the Missions lets you create your own path to victory.

First, flip a coin to decide who is going to be the lead player for the first game. In the
next game, you switch who is the lead player. That means the defending player in the first
game will be the lead player in the next game.
Each player needs his or her own deck and two Missions that he or she wants to try as
lead player.  Don’t forget to have your Missions’ feature cards nearby.
Try completing the Training Missions first. Once you’ve mastered them, move on to the
Expert Missions.

Try to complete Training Missions before moving on to Expert Missions.

• The lead player randomly chooses one of his or her Missions.
• The lead player follows the instructions on that Mission card, placing its
features onto the Mission Map or setting them aside for later. (For more
on this, see the Mission Features section.)
• Put a marker on round 1 on the Mission Timer. (For more on this, see
The Mission Timer.)
• Each player shuffles his or her deck, then draws 5 cards from the top.
These are your starting hands.
• Mulligan rule: Starting with the lead player, a player may put any number
of cards from his or her hand on the bottom of his or her deck, then draw that
same number from the top of his or her deck. This is called “taking a Mulligan.”

Strategy
Tip
2
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When you take a Mulligan, try to keep at least 2 major heroes in your hand.
If you don’t have 2, you may want to put more cards on the bottom of your
deck to get a better chance of finding your major heroes.
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3. The Mission Map

4. Turn Structure
Play in the Huntik TCG is a lot like traditional board games like checkers or chess. When
it is your turn, you make a single play, and after that it becomes your opponent’s turn.
Play then goes back and forth until both players say “done” or “pass” in a row. When that
happens, you advance the Mission Timer and start the next round.

< You can only make a play when it’s your turn.
< Whenever you do anything, whether it is putting a hero into play, moving
a hero, playing an Action, interacting with a Mission feature, or saying “pass,”
it takes your whole turn. After that, it’s your opponent’s turn.

5. What Can I Do on My Turn?
Mission Map

Whenever it is your turn, there are a number of different plays you can make. These don’t
have to happen in any set order during the game, although it might be a good idea to get
some heroes down on the map before you do anything else!

All of the action in the game takes place on the Mission Map.
On your turn, you can:

The Mission Map is divided into zones numbered 1 through 5, with 1 being the closest to
you and 5 being the farthest away. The same is true for your opponent, although for them,
the numbers are reversed. This means that your zone 1 is their zone 5, your zone 2 is
their zone 4, and so on.

< Play a hero card from your hand onto the Mission Map.
< Move one of your heroes already on the map. If you stop in a zone

with an enemy hero in it, you can start a fight in that zone.
< Play an Action card from your hand.

< If you play a card that talks about a zone number, use your zone number.

< Use a power on one of your heroes on the map.

< If your opponent plays a card that talks about a zone number, use their
zone number.

< Say “done” or “pass.”

< When the lead player is setting up the Mission, always use his or her zone
numbers to place the Mission features.
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Let’s look at these options in more detail.
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6. Playing Heroes
Heroes are how you get things done in Huntik—you use them for just about everything,
from moving, to fighting, to interacting with Mission features. Before any of that happens,
though, they have to get out of your hand and onto the Mission Map.
< When it is your turn, you may play a hero card from your hand onto the map.
< Your heroes almost always come into play in your zone 1.
< Playing a hero takes your whole turn.

MIS

SION

MAP

< You may only play 1 major hero each round.
< You may play any number of minor heroes each round.
< Whether it is a major or a minor hero, playing a hero takes your whole turn.

7. Ready and Exhausted
Once your heroes are in play, whenever it is your turn, you can move them around the
map, use their special powers, start fights, and/or go after Mission goals. However, no
one, not even the most powerful hero, can do it all at the same time! Most of the time,
each of your heroes will be able to do just one task each round.
The position of each hero’s card on the map tells you which heroes are ready to act.

Major and Minor Heroes
Exhausted

Some heroes are much more powerful than others. These heroes, known as major heroes,
have a limit on how many can be played during each round of the Mission Timer.

Ready!
A ready hero is upright and facing you, telling you that it can be used. An exhausted
hero is turned sideways, telling you that it has already been used this round.

Card Name

Card Name

Version

Version

Power

Power

Flavor Text

Flavor Text

Minor Hero
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Major Hero

Heroes come into play ready.
Exhausted heroes ready (turn upright) at the start of each round.
Only ready heroes may move or be used to play Exhaust Actions.
When there is a combat in a zone, all heroes take part, whether they are
ready or exhausted.

Strategy
Tip

It is often a good idea to leave one hero ready as it gets close to the end of
the round in order to respond to surprise moves by your opponent.
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8. Moving Heroes
When a hero is ready, you may use your turn to move it around on the Mission Map.
< Your ready heroes may move 0, 1, or 2 zones forward (away from you) or
backward (closer to you).
< Moving a hero exhausts it, even if it only moves 0 or 1 zones.
< Whenever you stop in a zone with an enemy hero, you may start a combat in
that zone. (See the Combat section for more details.)

Example:

Eckhart has two ready heroes in play, Lok Lambert and Lindorm, both in
zone 2. Miranda, his opponent, has The Professor in zone 3. On Eckhart’s turn, he could
move Lok into zone 3, but he could not move Lok into Zone 4, since Miranda’s hero is blocking.
Lindorm, on the other hand, is unblockable! This means that Eckhart can move Lindorm
to zone 4, right past Miranda’s hero.

Blocking
Your opponent’s heroes aren’t just going to sit back and let your heroes stroll past them.
Although you can move your heroes into a zone that is occupied by an enemy hero, you cannot
move them forward past it. The enemy hero blocks your heroes from moving forward into the
next zone.
Blocking only affects heroes that are moving forward toward your opponent’s side of the map.
You can always retreat your heroes back to your side of the map, even if there is an enemy hero
in their path. No self-respecting hero would bother to stop someone who is just running away!

ED!

K
BLO C

< A hero cannot move forward past a zone that contains an enemy hero or obstacle.
< A hero can always move back, even if that means passing through a zone with an
enemy hero.

Unblockable
Some heroes are really sneaky or fast, can fly, or have some other way of getting around their
opponents. These heroes have the special power unblockable. Just as you’d think, an
unblockable hero cannot be blocked. This allows it to move freely through any zone, even if
that zone has an enemy hero in it.

8
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9. Playing Action Cards
In addition to hero cards, you can put Action cards into your deck. Many Action cards are
special magical spells your heroes can perform, granting them temporary bonuses like
super speed, a force field for protection, or even a special attack, like spewing a corrosive
blast of acid! Other Action cards are more down-to-earth things like good planning, extra
effort, or clever leadership.

Example:

Erin has Sophie Casterwill in play and ready, and the Exhaust Action card
Research in her hand. On her turn, she decides to use Sophie to play Research. She exhausts
Sophie, then looks at the top 4 cards of her deck. After selecting a card and putting the rest at
the bottom, her turn ends. It is now her opponent’s turn.

There are three types of Action cards in the Huntik TCG: Exhaust Actions, Free
Actions, and Combat Actions.

Exhaust Action Cards
Exhaust actions are usually the strongest type of Action cards. As such, they require the
full effort of a ready hero to be played.
< Exhaust Action cards are played directly from your hand.
< Exhaust Action cards are played using your heroes on the Mission Map.
When you exhaust a hero to play an Exhaust Action, it’s like that hero is
playing the Action.
< When an Exhaust Action card says “me,” “my,” or “I,” it’s talking about the hero
you exhausted to play the card.
< Only ready heroes may play Exhaust Actions, and playing one causes that hero
to exhaust for the round.
< When you play an Exhaust Action, first exhaust the hero that you are using to
play it. Then, follow the directions on the card. Once you are done, put the card
into your discard pile.
< Just like moving or playing a hero, playing an Exhaust Action card uses your
whole turn. After you play it, it is your opponent’s turn.

10
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To play an Exhaust Action card, you must exhaust a ready hero.

Free Action Cards
Free Action cards are similar to Exhaust Action cards. The main difference is that you
do not have to exhaust one of your heroes to play one.

< Free Action cards are played directly from your hand.
< They do not require the use of a hero. You do not even need to have a hero on
the map to play a Free Action card.
< When you play a Free Action card, just follow the instructions and then put it into
your discard pile.
< Although it does not require you to exhaust a hero, a Free Action card does require
you to use your turn. After you play one, it is your opponent’s turn.
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Example:

Ben has the Free Action card
Get Back to Work! in his hand and 2 exhausted
minor heroes in zone 3. When it is his turn, he
plays the Free Action card directly from his hand,
readying one of his minor heroes. He puts Get
Back to Work! into his discard pile. It is now his
opponent’s turn.

10. Using Hero Powers
Many heroes have special powers.
These powers are written in their
text box.

special power
Furoji has a special power written in his text box.

Combat Action Cards
Combat Action cards are special moves and attacks, like flying kicks or energy shields,
that improve how your heroes fight in combat.
Here are the basics:
< Combat Action cards are the only type of
Action cards that may be played during combat.
< They may not be played at any other time.
< Just like other Action cards, Combat Action cards
are played directly from your hand and are put into
your discard pile after you follow the directions on
the card.
< Since Combat Action cards are played during
combat, they do not take your whole turn.
< You can play Combat Action cards even if you
didn’t start the combat.
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“Always On” Powers
Some powers are “always on” powers, which
means they are always working and you don’t need to
do anything special to use them.
You don’t have to do anything to use Kipperin’s
power. As long as he is in play, all of your heroes are
unblockable.

Triggered Powers
Other powers only work in specific situations. These
are called triggered powers.
Lindorm can only use his Knockback power when
he moves into a zone.
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11. Ending the Round

Action Powers
Action powers work a lot like Action cards do.
There are three types of Action powers: Exhaust Action, Free Action, and
Combat Action.

Another thing you can do on your turn is say “done” or “pass.” However, the round doesn’t
end just yet! Your opponent may still want to make some plays. If you say “done” and your
opponent makes another play, like moving a hero, it becomes your turn again. You do not
have to say “done” again just because you were done before! Since things have changed,
you can make a different play instead, reacting to your opponent’s move.
< Saying “done” or “pass” takes your whole turn, making it your opponent’s turn.
< The round only ends when both players have said “done” or “pass” in a row.
< If you say “done” and your opponent makes another play, it becomes your turn
again. You do not have to say “done” again.
< If both players do say “done” or “pass” in a row, the round ends. Move the
Mission Timer to the next round.

You use Dante’s Megapunch power in the same way you would use an Exhaust Action card.
• He must be ready in order to use the power.
• Using the power exhausts him.
• Using the power takes your whole turn.

Strategy
Tip

In the hands of an expert Seeker, passing can be a potent weapon! It is a lot
easier to choose your strategy if your opponent commits first. Even if you plan on
making some plays in a round, it is sometimes best to pass and see what your
opponent does first. This is especially effective if he or she has not yet played a
major hero. But be careful! A clever opponent might just pass behind you.

Now look at Ignatius. His Burn power is a Free Action, which means:
• He does not have to be ready to use the power.
• Using the power does not exhaust him.
• Using the power takes your whole turn.
As you might have guessed, Breaker’s Grapple power works a lot like a Combat Action card.
•
•
•
•

He does not have to exhaust or be ready to use the power.
The power can only be used during a combat.
He can use the power even if he didn’t start the combat.
In fact, Breaker doesn’t need to be in the combat himself to
use his Combat Action power.
• Using a Combat Action power does not take your whole turn.
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12. The Mission Timer
Once both players have passed, the Mission Timer advances to the next round.
< When the timer advances, ready all heroes and Mission features on the
Mission Map.
< If any heroes or obstacles were stunned, unstun and ready them.
(See the Stun section for more on this.)   

If the timer is at 7 and can no longer move forward, the defending player wins the game!
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13. Combat

Advancing the timer also determines who gets to make the first play each round!
< On odd rounds (1, 3, 5, and 7), the defending player goes first.
< On even rounds (2, 4, and 6), the lead player goes first.

Going on Missions can be a dangerous job, especially when there’s a whole team of
enemy heroes trying to stop you! Sooner or later, there’s bound to be a fight.
Here are some basic things to remember:
< A combat always takes place in a single zone.
< When there is a combat in a zone, all non-stunned heroes in the zone join in,
even if they are exhausted.
< If you start a combat, no matter who wins, it is your opponent’s turn after the
fight resolves.

Starting Combat
Starting combat is pretty simple. When a hero moves, it can start a fight in the zone
where it stops.

You can see who gets the first turn each round by checking the timer.

Strategy
Tip

Going first in a round can be a huge advantage, especially when it comes to
choosing favorable combats. Expert Seekers will keep a careful eye on who will
get the first turn next round, especially when moving their heroes.

< When you move a hero, if it stops in a zone that has one of your opponent’s
heroes in it, you can start a combat in that zone.
< You don’t have to start a combat. Your hero can stop in a zone with an enemy
hero and do nothing if you like.
< You do not have to move forward or back to start a combat. If your hero is in a zone
with an enemy hero at the start of your turn, you can move 0 zones and start a combat
in that zone. Remember, when you move a hero 0 zones, it still exhausts.
< Because an exhausted hero cannot move, it cannot start a combat.

Drawing Cards
Starting with round 2, each player begins the round by drawing 2 cards from the top of his
or her deck and adding them to his or her hand.
< You will draw 2 cards at the start of rounds 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.
< You always draw your 2 cards at the start of the round, before anything else happens.

16
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Zones are often big places like large caverns or hidden chambers.
When heroes move 0 zones to start a fight, they’re running over
to where the enemies are located in their zone.
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Example:

Danny has Lok Lambert ready in zone 1 and Caliban ready in zone 3. Erika
has DeFoe in zone 3 exhausted. On his turn, Danny can move Lok 2 zones into zone 3.
Because there is an enemy hero there (DeFoe), Danny can start a combat after Lok moves.
He could also move Lok into zone 3 and not start a combat—it is his choice. He could also
choose to move Caliban 0 zones and start a combat in zone 3 that way. He just exhausts
Caliban and starts a combat.

Resolving Combat
So, how do you figure out what happens when your heroes fight?
The first things to look at are their ATK and DEF numbers.

ATK

DEF

Dante has 5 ATK and 4 DEF. The first number tells you how many attacks he will make
when he is in combat. The second number tells you how many attacks have to be aimed
at him in order to knock him out (KO him), forcing him to leave the Mission Map.

On his turn, Danny can move and start a combat with either of his heroes.

Strategy
Tip

18
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A hero’s ATK and DEF are a lot more that just its size and strength.
Some of the tiniest heroes might be very hard to KO because they
are expert at dodging, or might be offensive powerhouses due to a
poison bite or the ability to cast powerful invocations. Seekers like
Dante Vale or The Professor may not be as physically imposing
as some of the Titans they can summon, but their magical
abilities more than make up for it.

Sometimes it is better to move into a zone and not start a combat. Sometimes the
first hero may not be strong enough to win, but if you move a second one in, you
can use them both to defeat a larger enemy hero. Other times, it is better to force
your opponent to start the combat, since it will use one of his or her heroes for the
round, and after the fight, it will be your turn.
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Here are the basics for resolving combat:
< Each player adds up the total ATK (attacks) of all the heroes that he or she has
in the combat zone.
< Each player then aims their heroes’ attacks at any enemy heroes in the combat
zone, splitting them up however he or she wants.
< All combat happens at the same time. Both players will get to aim all of their
attacks even if some of their heroes are eventually KO’d through combat.
< If attacks equal to or greater than a hero’s DEF are aimed at it in combat, that
hero is KO’d and put into its owner’s discard pile.
< If attacks less than a hero’s DEF are aimed at it, those attacks will do nothing.
Extra attacks greater than a hero’s DEF that are aimed at that hero will also
do nothing.

Example:

Lisa has King Basilisk, who has 5 ATK and 3 DEF, ready in zone 2. Adam has
Lok Lambert (3 ATK/3 DEF) ready and Gareon (1 ATK/3 DEF) exhausted in zone 3. On Lisa’s
turn, she decides to move King Basilisk into zone 3 and start a combat. Lisa totals up her
attacks—5 from King Basilisk. Adam totals up his attacks—4, including 3 from Lok Lambert
and 1 from Gareon. Lisa can split her 5 attacks any way she likes between Lok Lambert and
Gareon. She decides to aim 3 at Lok Lambert, which is enough to KO him. She aims the
remaining 2 attacks at Gareon, but since his DEF is 3, it isn’t enough to KO him. Adam aims
all 4 of his attacks at King Basilisk. Since King Basilisk has 3 DEF, this is enough to KO it.

5 total attacks
20
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KO’d
Although the main way that heroes are KO’d is through combat, they can also be KO’d by
Action cards or even hero powers! No matter how it happens, the end result is the same.
< When one of your heroes is KO’d, take it off the map and put it into
your discard pile.

Advanced Combat
Remember those Combat Action cards and Combat Action hero powers we talked about
earlier? Now we are going to explain how they are used.
In any combat, each player will get a chance to play Combat Action cards or powers after
the combat starts but before it resolves. Play goes back and forth much like the turns in a
regular round.
< Starting with the player who was attacked, each player can decide to play a
single Combat Action card or Combat Action power, or pass.
< The person who started the combat now has a chance to play a single
Combat Action card or power, or pass.
< This continues back and forth until both players pass in a row. When this
happens, the combat resolves as described earlier in this section.
< Just like in a regular round, you can pass, and then if your opponent plays a
Combat Action, you can change your mind and play one of your own.
< If one of your heroes is removed from a combat while Combat Actions are being
played (either by leaving the zone or being stunned), you remove that hero’s
attacks from your total.
< Similarly, if you add a hero to a combat as a result of a Combat Action, you add
that hero’s attacks to your total.
< Only Combat Actions may be played during combat. You may not play Exhaust
or Free Actions, move heroes, or play new heroes.

3+1 = 4 total attacks
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Let’s look at an extended (if a bit unusual) example that shows
most of these points in action:

Example:

Jeff has an exhausted Neptunia in zone 3 (2 ATK/2 DEF), and Kreutalk
(5 ATK/4 DEF) and Breaker (4 ATK/5 DEF) ready in zone 1. Marco has two ready heroes
in zone 3: Dante Vale (5 ATK/4 DEF) and Lok Lambert (3 ATK/3 DEF).

Jeff decides to use Breaker’s Grapple Combat Action power, targeting Dante. This
removes all of Dante’s attacks from Marco’s total. Marco’s total is reduced by 5, and is
now 3. That’s not enough to KO Kreutalk, but it’s still enough to KO Neptunia.

Since it’s Jeff’s turn, he decides to attack, moving Kreutalk from zone 1 to zone 3 and
declaring that he is starting a combat. Each player totals up his team’s attacks. Jeff has
2+5 for 7 attacks, and Marco has 5+3 for 8 attacks.

8
Breaker’s Grapple power has
taken Dante out of the fight.

5+2=7 total attacks

5+3= 8 total attacks

8-5=3

Since Jeff made a play, it is now Marco’s chance to act. Although he passed before, he does
not have to pass again. He decides to use Lok’s Combat Action power, which allows him to
put Freelancer (3 ATK/3 DEF) directly into the fight. Not only does this add Freelancer’s
ATK to the combat (for a new total of 6 attacks), but Freelancer also has a very strong
“always on” power, Defender. When Freelancer is in a combat, the opponent must
aim his attacks at no more than 1 enemy hero!

Marco has the first chance to play a Combat
Action, but he decides to pass. He wants to wait
and see what Jeff does first. He would love to
use Dante’s Megapunch to KO Kreutalk, but
since it is an Exhaust Action power and not a
Combat power, he cannot use it during a fight.

Too bad for Marco! Only Combat Action
powers may be used during a combat.

22
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5+2=7 total attacks

(0) + 3 + 3= 6 total attacks
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14. Missions

But Jeff isn’t done! Since Marco just played, it is
Jeff’s turn again. He decides to play the Combat
Action card Poisonfang from his hand. This lets
him put 1 enemy hero in this combat 1 zone
back. He chooses Freelancer, moving it back a
zone. Since it is out of the fight, its attacks are
removed, and Marco won’t be able to use its
special Defender power this fight.

Going on Missions is what defines the game of Huntik. The goals of the game are constantly changing depending on what Mission is being run. So far, we have focused on a
single type of Mission, in which the lead player is trying to complete the Mission and the
defending player is trying to stop the lead player and run out the timer. This is the style of
all the Training Missions in the Starter set, but it is not the only type out there!

Expert Missions
ed
push !
c
ba k

8
5+2=7 total attacks

(0) +3 + (0) = 3 total attacks

Freelancer has been pushed out of the combat zone by Jeff’s Poisonfang!

Marco is out of Combat Actions, so he passes over to Jeff. Jeff decides to pass as well,
and the combat resolves. Jeff has a total of 7 attacks, enough to KO both Lok and Dante.
With only 3 attacks, Marco has to settle for just KO’ing the lowly Neptunia. A dark day
for the Huntik Foundation!

24
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There is one Expert Mission in the Starter set, but most of them can be found in booster packs.
Expert Missions differ from Training Missions in the
following ways:
< Expert Missions are usually more difficult to complete than Training Missions.
< In order to complete an Expert Mission, you may need to make a special deck
that takes advantage of that Mission’s features.
< Since Training Missions are not allowed in official tournaments, these
tournaments will usually involve Expert Missions.

Mutual Missions
Unlike Training Missions and Expert Missions, Mutual Missions have goals that may be
completed by either player!
< When playing a Mutual Mission, you should still randomly determine who will
be the lead player, since this will determine who will play first on each round.
< The game is still over after 7 rounds. However, the defending player does not
automatically win at that point.
< If neither player has achieved the goals of the Mission by the end of round 7,
or if there was point scoring and they have a tie score, the game is considered
a draw.
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Solo Missions
There are also some Missions you can play by yourself! Solo Missions use some special rules.

<

<

Combat
4 When you get in a combat with Mission features in a Solo Mission, they have
a special way that they aim their attacks.

Drawing: Instead of drawing 5 cards on round 1, you get to choose how

• A Solo Mission feature will always aim its attacks first at the hero in
the combat with the highest DEF.  If two or more are tied for the highest
DEF, you may choose which hero it aims at.

many cards to draw!

4 Pick a difficulty level between 1 and 5, with 1 being the hardest and 5 being
the easiest.
4 When the game begins, draw 5 cards plus a number equal to the difficulty
level you chose.
4 You do not draw cards at the start of the following rounds.

• Solo Mission features will aim their attacks at that hero until they have
aimed enough to KO it.
• Then, Solo Mission features will aim any leftover attacks at the hero
with the second highest DEF, and so on.

<

Moving the Timer: Instead of advancing the timer at the end of each
round, you advance it at the end of each turn!

4 In Solo Missions, you are always the lead player, and the Mission features
are the defending player.
4 When the timer is at 1, the Mission features make a play based on the
instructions on their cards. When their turn is done, advance the timer to 2.  
4 When the timer is at 2, you take your turn, after which, move the timer to 3,
and so on.
4 After you and the defending player have each taken 3 turns, the timer will
be at 7. Instead of taking a turn, the round ends. Ready all
of your heroes and put the timer back to 1. It is now the Mission features’
turn again.
4 The length of each round is measured by the timer moving from 1 to 7.
Otherwise, it is a normal round—you may only play 1 major hero.
4 Play continues until you win the Mission or run out of plays and give up.
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Example:

Antonio is attempting the Get the Hammer Mjolnir Solo Mission. He has 3
heroes in zone 1: The Professor (5 DEF), Bellona (4 DEF), and Akmen-Meo (1 DEF). Fenris
(6 ATK / 5 DEF) is in zone 4. On Fenris’s turn, he rolls a 5, moving all the way forward to zone
1 and starting a fight! Fenris aims his attacks first at The Professor, who has the highest DEF
with 5. He then aims his 1 remaining attack at Bellona, even though he could KO Akmen-Meo if
he aimed it at him. Bellona has the second highest DEF, so Fenris has to aim his attack there.
Fenris may be tough, but he certainly isn’t very smart! The Professor is KO’d, and Fenris is
stunned for the round.
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15. Mission Features
Most Missions customize the Mission Map by adding Mission features. These
features can include objects that your heroes can pick up and interact with,
like rings or speedboats. They can also include
obstacles that you have to overcome,
including powerful enemy Titans controlled
by your opponent. They might even include
structures that you can interact with, like
secret caves or traps. When you decide to run
a Mission, make sure you have the various
Mission feature cards that go with it.

Example:

Bridgette is the lead player and has Shinobi exhausted in zone 4. The Ring of
Arc is also in zone 4. The Ring of Arc says, “A lead hero in this zone may pick up the Ring of
Arc.” Since Shinobi is a lead hero, it can pick up the Ring on Bridgette’s turn. It doesn’t matter that
Shinobi is exhausted. Bridgette puts the Ring under Shinobi, and it is now her opponent’s turn.

Let’s look at each type of Mission feature.

Objects
Objects are Mission features that may be picked up by heroes and carried from zone to zone.
< Most objects will tell you in their text box how they are picked up and/or who can
carry them. If an object only says that a hero “may” pick it up, simply tell your
opponent that your hero is picking that object up. This action takes your whole turn.
< An object may only be picked up by a hero that is in the same zone as that object.
< When a hero picks up an object, put it under that hero. When that hero moves, the
object is carried with it.
< Once a hero is carrying an object, no other hero may pick it up.
< If a hero carrying an object is KO’d, stunned, or leaves the map, the object drops
into the zone the hero was in.
< A hero may carry more than one object.
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Shinobi can pick up the Ring of Arc on Bridgette’s turn

Obstacles
Obstacles are usually enemies or allies that will either need to be overcome through
combat or assist you in completing the Mission. They are occasionally attackable
structures, like a gate you can break. In many ways they work just like heroes, but there
are some key differences.
< An obstacle will usually say which player controls it.
< An obstacle has ATK and DEF numbers and will join in combat in any zone on the side
of the player who controls it.
< If no one currently controls an obstacle, it will not fight.
< Obstacles can move, block, be blocked, and start combats exactly like heroes.
< They also exhaust exactly like heroes and ready at the start of each round.
< In combat, a player may aim attacks at any participating enemy obstacle.
They are KO’d in the same way as heroes.
< You cannot use one of your obstacles to play Action cards.
< Action cards that target heroes may not target an obstacle unless it specifically says
they can.
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Example:

Bernard is the defending player on the Defeat Ymir: Frost King Expert
Mission. He controls not only Ymir: Frost King, but 2 Frost Minions. Whenever it is his turn,
he can move and start fights with a Frost Minion as if it were a hero. However, he cannot
use the Minions to play Exhaust Action cards. Ymir: Frost King’s card has a special rule that
keeps him from moving and a power that lets him exhaust to start a combat. This lets him
exhaust to start a combat in his zone, but not to go traveling about.

The defending player controls these obstacles.

Structures
Structures are usually physical features of the Mission Map, like a door or a secret path.
They are not controlled by either player, cannot be picked up, and do not engage in
combat. The powers written on each structure will tell you how to interact with it and what
effects it has.
Some structures exhaust.  If a structure is exhausted, it readies at the start of each
round, just like heroes and obstacles.
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Example:

Cate is running the Get the Argo out of the Water Mission. At the start of
the Mission, she puts the Argo into zone 1. The Argo says, “All heroes in this zone get ‘Push
the Argo — Exhaust Action: Put the Argo 1 zone forward.’ When the Argo is pushed by
a hero with 3 DEF or less, , put 2 +1 ATK and +1 DEF counters on that hero.” On her first
turn, Cate plays Lok Lambert. On her next turn, she uses Lok to push the Argo. Since it is
an Exhaust Action, she exhausts Lok and follows the instructions. She puts 2 +1 ATK and
+1 DEF counters on Lok and puts the Argo into zone 2. It is now her opponent’s turn.

Lok has pushed the Argo!

16. Special Terms
There are a few special terms that show up in the text boxes of both hero and Action
cards. Let’s look at how these terms work.

Stun
Some cards will say that you should stun a hero or obstacle. A stunning attack is like
a blow or spell that takes a hero entirely out of the action for that round. It could be
something like a spider web, a judo throw, or a paralyzing blast of force.
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When a hero is stunned, exhaust it and turn it face down in its zone.
That hero cannot move, does not fight in combat, and cannot be targeted by either player.
If a hero is stunned in combat, remove its attacks from that combat.
Attacks may not be aimed at a stunned hero.
A stunned hero in a zone does not count as being in that zone at all. The hero is
effectively removed from the map for this round.
< At the start of each round, all stunned heroes become unstunned. To unstun a hero,
turn it face up and ready it.
< Either player may look at any stunned hero at any time.
<
<
<
<
<

Example:

Brian has The Professor ready in zone 2. Dave has Dante Vale and Lok
Lambert in Brian’s zone 4. On Brian’s turn, he moves The Professor to zone 4 and starts
a combat. He uses The Professor’s Mindblast power, which says that when he starts a
combat, he can stun an enemy hero in that combat. Brian chooses to stun Dante, turning
him face down and exhausting him. Dante will not add his attacks to this combat, and Brian
won’t be able to aim any attacks at him.

Strategy
Tip

Stunning enemy heroes can be a very effective way of defeating heavily
fortified enemy positions.

Go Again
Some Action cards and hero powers allow you to go again when you play them. Going
again is exactly what it sounds like. Instead of it becoming your opponent’s turn like it
normally would, you get to take another turn right away.
< When a card or power says “go again,” you take the next turn instead of your opponent.
< You can go again even if there was a combat as a result of you playing the card or power.
Just resolve the combat, then take another turn.

Example:

Gregory has Dante Vale ready in zone 1, and Marcello has The Professor exhausted
in zone 3. On Gregory’s turn, he uses Dante to play the Exhaust Action Hyperstride. This lets him move
Dante up to 2 zones and draw a card. It also lets Gregory go again, so he will get to take the next turn.
But Marcello’s problems are even worse! Dante is a Hyperstride master—he has a power that readies
him when he plays Hyperstride. Gregory moves him to zone 3 and readies him. Because of go again, it
is Gregory’s turn. He uses Dante’s Megapunch power to KO The Professor. It is now Marcello’s turn.

With Dante stunned, Dave had better hope he has Freelancer in hand . . .
Because Gregory got to go again, he was able to move and use Dante’s Megapunch!
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Eliminate
Sometimes a card will tell you to eliminate one of your heroes. This can be like one of
your heroes sacrificing themselves to help others, or, as is often the case with Evil cards,
being sacrificed!
Eliminating a hero works in almost the same way as KO’ing one.
< You can only eliminate your own heroes.
< When a hero is eliminated, take it off the Mission Map and put it into its owner’s discard pile.
< Effects that prevent a hero from being KO’d do not prevent a hero from being eliminated.

Put
Sometimes a card will tell you to put a hero into play or into a different zone. This is
different from playing a hero from your hand or moving a hero in a couple of ways.
< “Putting” a hero into play does not trigger effects that hero has when it is played
from your hand.
< However, it does trigger effects that happen when a hero “comes into play.”
< When a hero is “put” into a new zone, it cannot start a fight.
< When a hero is “put” into a new zone, it ignores blocking rules.

Removed from the Map
Sometimes a card, usually a Mission feature card, will allow your heroes to be removed
from the map.   Here is what happens:
< When you remove a hero or Mission feature from the map, set it to the side of
the Mission Map.
< These cards do not go to your discard pile. Treat them as if they are out of the game.
< Whenever an obstacle is KO’d, it is removed from the map.

17. Deckbuilding Rules
There are a few rules for building a deck in the Huntik TCG. The first and foremost is
that you cannot build a deck that has both Good and Evil cards in it. There is no way that
Dante Vale is going to hang out with DeFoe!
You can tell Good and Evil cards apart by looking at their frames.

Example:

When it is his turn, George decides to play Fan Dancer’s Exhaust Action,
Lead the Charge. This allows him to put a hero from his hand directly into zone 1. He
decides to put Derenzar into zone 1. This does not trigger Derenzar’s power, since George
is not playing it from hand as normal.
Good Cards

Evil Cards

There are also a few other rules.
< You must have at least 40 cards in your deck.
< You cannot put Evil cards in the same deck as Good cards.
< You cannot have more than 3 copies of the same version of a card in your deck.
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Example:

Lydia wants to build a deck around Grier and the Suits. She cannot put in a
copy of Caliban, since Caliban is Good. However, she can run 3 copies of both Suit, Mr. Steel
and Suit, Mr. MacTavish, since although they share a name, they have different versions.

Card Name

Card Name

Version

Version

18. Look for Legendary
Heroes in Set 2!
Legendary heroes are the most powerful Titans a Seeker can summon, and they are the
rarest as well! These heroes work a lot like major heroes once they are in play, but there
are a few important differences.
< Legendary heroes may be played in either a Good or Evil deck!
< If you play a legendary hero, it counts as the 1 major hero you can play that round.

Despite both being named “Suit”, Lydia can run 3 copies of each since they have different versions

Deckbuilding Tips
Building your own deck is one of the most fun aspects of any TCG. It allows you to show
off your collection, your creativity, and your ingenuity.
Here are a few tips:
< Always try to build your deck as close to the 40-card minimum as possible.
This will let you see your best cards more often in games.
< Aim for a careful balance between major heroes, minor heroes, and Action cards.
All three are important to success.
< Although the specifics will depend on your plan, running slightly over a third
major heroes, a third minor heroes, and slightly under a third Actions is a
decent starting balance.
< Look over your Missions carefully. Often, Missions will reward specific strategies
or provide bonuses for specific card types. The best decks will be built with specific
Missions in mind.
< Many cards have strong interactions with others. Sometimes this is direct, as in the
case of Dante and Hyperstride. Other times it is more indirect. As you look through
your collection, try to think of combos of cards that you could use to build a deck.
< Go online to Huntik.com. There, you can find many articles about strategy and
deckbuilding, and you might be able to find help for building your deck on the forums.
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< Legendary heroes aren’t shuffled into your deck. Instead, their matching Amulet
cards are shuffled into your deck and your legendary heroes are kept face down
in a pile next to the Mission Map.
< You can’t have more than 3 Amulet cards with the same name in your deck.
< To play a legendary hero, on your turn, reveal the Amulet card from your hand and
put the matching legendary hero into play in zone 1. Put the Amulet card in your
discard pile.
< Legendary heroes move, fight, and exhaust the same as both major and minor heroes.
< Legendary heroes can be targeted by effects that target a hero, but not by effects that
specifically target either a minor hero or a major hero.
< If a legendary hero is ever KO’d, it doesn’t go to the discard pile. Instead, put it back
into your pile of legendary heroes.
< If a legendary hero is ever returned to hand, instead, put it back in your pile of
legendary heroes.
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19. Glossary
Add X attacks: If a card tells you to add a number of attacks to a combat,
add that number to your team’s side.
Control, Controller: You control all the heroes on your team, which
means you can make plays with them when it’s your turn. You also control any
obstacles that say they are controlled by you. Some cards and powers will let
you gain control of your opponent’s heroes. To gain control of an enemy hero,
turn it around so it’s right-side up from your point of view.
Counter: A card may tell you to put counters on a card in play. It will also tell
you what those counters do. You can use anything as a counter, such as dice,
beads, or other small items, but you should be careful not to get different kinds
of counters confused with each other.
Deck: This is where your heroes and Action cards start each game. Shuffle
your deck and draw 5 cards from the top at the start of each game. Cards in
your deck are face down, and you can’t look through the cards in your deck.

Friendly: Friendly heroes are controlled by you.
Get: Some cards will say that your heroes “get” certain things. If a hero says
“I get +1 ATK,” you add 1 to the ATK that already appears on that hero’s card.
Some Action, Mission, and feature cards say that a hero gets a new power. For
example, the Explosive says:
Major heroes in this zone get “Transport — Exhaust Action:
Put the Explosive 1 zone forward.”

When you see something like this, just take the quoted power and act like
it’s been moved onto the described cards (in this case, major heroes in the
Explosive’s zone). These heroes keep their old powers, but they also get the
new power written on the Explosive.  

Defender hero: Defender heroes are controlled by the defending player.

Hand: Your hand is where you hold the cards you draw from your deck.
Only you get to see the cards in your hand.

Discard: To discard a card, remove it from your hand and put it into your
discard pile.

KO: When a hero is KO’d, take it off the map and put it into its owner’s discard
pile. When an obstacle is KO’d, just remove it from the map.

Discard pile: This is where your heroes go after they are KO’d or
eliminated. You also put your Action cards here after you play them. Cards that
you discard from your hand also go to your discard pile. Leave enough space
next to your deck on the play area for your discard pile.

Lead hero: Lead heroes are controlled by the lead player.

Draw: To draw a card, take the top card of your deck and put it into your hand.
Eliminate: When a hero is eliminated, take it off the map and put it into its
owner’s discard pile. You can only eliminate your own heroes.

Owner: You are the owner of any card that started the game in your deck.
If a card would be put into a hand or discard pile, it is put into its owner’s hand
or discard pile.

Enemy: Enemy heroes are controlled by your opponent. Enemy attacks are
aimed by your opponent.

Pick up: When a hero picks up an object, put it under that hero. When that
hero moves, the object is carried with it.
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My zone: When a hero card says “my zone,” it’s talking about the zone that
hero is in. When an Exhaust Action card says “my zone,” it’s talking about the
zone where the hero that played that Action is.
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